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Abstract 13 
 14 
 15 
Most food materials tend to be viscous and in general flow in the laminar regime.  In continuous food 16 
sterilisation, the non-uniform velocity profile which characterises viscous flow coupled with a non-uniform 17 
temperature distribution result in a wide variation of product sterility and nutritional quality across the tube.  18 
The challenge is to be able to sterilise the fastest parts in the core region of the tube without over-processing too 19 
much the slowest parts near the wall.  Chaotic advection is an alternative to turbulence, and uses the stretching 20 
and folding property of chaotic flows to promote fluid mixing at low Reynolds numbers.  The use of inline 21 
static mixers or vortex generators to promote radial mixing and, thus, heat transfer and temperature uniformity, 22 
generates large pressure drops but more importantly these devices are unhygienic.  We use a validated 23 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model to show that mechanical vibration is an effective source of chaotic 24 
advection.  The superimposition of a transverse harmonic motion on the flow of a single-phase viscous fluid in 25 
a heating tube, leads to large improvements in thermal processing uniformity and efficiency compared with a 26 
conventional process with or without an inline static mixer fitted.  Results show that high levels of sterility, 27 
processing uniformity and product quality can be achieved in relatively short heating tubes, thus, potentially 28 
obviating the need for a holding stage. 29 
 30 
 31 
 32 
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1. Introduction 37 
Radial heat transfer in laminar tube flow is governed by slow conduction which leads to a wide radial 38 
temperature distribution that poses a considerable challenge in many manufacturing processes.  In continuous 39 
food sterilisation the non-uniform velocity profile which characterises viscous flow coupled with a non-uniform 40 
temperature distribution means that the coldest parts of the fluid at the centre of the tube travel the fastest, thus, 41 
resulting in a wide variation of product sterility and nutritional quality across the tube.  The challenge is to be 42 
able to sterilise the fastest parts in the core region of the tube without over-processing too much the slowest parts 43 
near the wall.  Increasing the temperature of the inner regions of the fluid is highly desirable so that ideally all 44 
parts of the fluid receive equal thermal treatment.  Furthermore, better uniformity in the temperature profile 45 
helps reduce local variations in the fluid rheological properties which cause distortions in the velocity profile, 46 
thus making the flow behaviour of the fluid more predictable.  To improve the uniformity of the temperature 47 
distribution, methods of increasing radial mixing are required.  This problem has been recognised for a long 48 
time but effective technological solutions are still missing (Jung and Fryer, 1999). 49 
 50 
Radial mixing can be achieved by turbulent flow conditions but the usually high fluid viscosities encountered in 51 
practice often make this proposition impractical and/or uneconomical.  Alternatively, the use of inline static 52 
mixers (Hobbs and Muzzio, 1997; Saatdjian et al., 2012) or vortex generators (Chagny et al., 2000) is prohibited 53 
in hygienic processes because of the risk of contamination for their complex geometries promote fouling and 54 
make them difficult to clean.  A considerable number of studies have demonstrated the effects of pulsating flow 55 
or mechanical oscillation on the heat flux and Nusselt number in tube flows  (Klaczak, 1997; Gundogdu and 56 
Carpinlioglu, 1999; Lee and Chang, 2003).  However, the effects on the radial temperature distribution and the 57 
development of the thermal boundary layer in a tube have not been reported. 58 
 59 
Research has shown that mixing in non-turbulent flows can be greatly enhanced by complicated particle 60 
behaviour caused by chaotic advection.  Chaotic advection is a concept derived from nonlinear dynamics and is 61 
widely used as an approach to investigate transport and mixing problems in fluid flows (Aref, 1984; 1990;      62 
Ottino, 1989).  In applications where one wants to maximise the rate of mixing of flows, advection is used to 63 
accelerate the molecular diffusion process.  The classical way to achieve this is through turbulence by using 64 
high Reynolds numbers to instigate the formation of a Kolmogorov energy cascade from large to small eddy 65 
scales, which results in small-scale structures that lead to rapid molecular diffusion and flow homogenisation.  66 
Chaotic advection affords a different mechanism to generate small-scale structures by exploiting the stretching 67 
and folding property of chaotic flows whose Lagrangian dynamics quickly evolves into a complex flow pattern.  68 
Mixing by chaotic advection is a purely kinematic process which does not require high Reynolds numbers.  It 69 
has the advantages over turbulence that it does not require the high energy inputs needed to maintain the 70 
Kolmogorov cascade in turbulent mixing and can, thus, be exploited in situations where high Reynolds numbers 71 
cannot be used.  Mechanical vibration is an effective mechanism by which such chaotic advection can be 72 
introduced in viscous flow (Eesa and Barigou, 2011; Tian and Barigou, 2015).  In this study, we use a validated 73 
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model to demonstrate the large positive effects that a superimposed 74 
transverse harmonic motion can have on the extent and uniformity of heat treatment in single-phase laminar tube 75 
flow, and the potential benefits it can have for continuous in-flow sterilisation of viscous food fluids. 76 
 77 
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2. Theory 78 
2.1 Temperature-dependent fluid viscosity model 79 
The single-phase fluid used is an incompressible, temperature-dependent Newtonian fluid whose viscosity is 80 
assumed constant at a given temperature and is described by the well-known Arrhenius relationship:  81 
 82 
 = 		 
  (1) 83 
 84 
where k0 is a pre-exponential factor, Rg is the ideal gas constant, T is temperature and Ea is the activation energy 85 
for viscosity.  The constants k0 and Ea are determined experimentally and their values for various fluids have 86 
been reported in the literature (e.g. Steffe, 1996).  These parameters, as well as other physical properties 87 
(density ρ, specific heat capacity Cp, and thermal conductivity λ) were assumed constant and their values are 88 
given in Table1. 89 
 90 
2.2 Transverse harmonic motion 91 
In its basic form (VF), the technique uses transverse mechanical oscillations imposed on the tube wall in a 92 
direction perpendicular to the tube axis, as illustrated in Figure 1(a), and the wall displacement x is described by 93 
the harmonic function: 94 
 95 
 = sin() (2) 96 
 97 
where A is the amplitude of vibration, t is time, and ω	 is the angular function of the frequency of vibration, f, 98 
such that ω	= 2πf.  The linear transversal velocity of the tube wall is then: 99 
 100 
 =  = cos()  (3) 101 
 102 
In the new enhanced form of the technique (VF-SR), the tube is continuously oscillated transversally but the 103 
orientation of oscillation is rotated instantly in a stepwise manner by an angle of 45 degrees about the tube axis, 104 
as depicted in Figure 1(b).  The time interval, ∆t, between change of orientation steps, needs to be optimized for 105 
a given set of process conditions.  For the conditions considered in this work, a value ∆t ~ 10 s was determined 106 
by numerical experimentation, thus, the frequency of the step rotation, Ω, is (and is expected to always be) very 107 
low compared with the frequency of lateral oscillations; for example, in this case Ω = 0.1 Hz compared to f = 50 108 
Hz.  The effects of Ω on the thermal process are further discussed below. 109 
 110 
Under steady state, the flow regime was always laminar with a Reynolds number (  = !"# ⁄ ) within the 111 
range 1.4 − 90, where D is tube diameter and " is mean axial velocity.  When the tube was vibrated, the 112 
vibration Reynolds number % & = !# ' was within the range 22 − 1400; so flow remained laminar under all 113 
conditions of flow and temperature. 114 
 115 
 116 
 117 
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2.3 Governing equations 118 
The governing transport equations which are the basis of the CFD model can be written in their general form 119 
(Bird et al., 1987), thus: 120 
 121 
Continuity:  ∇ ∙ * = 0                    (4) 122 
Momentum:  ! ,*, = −∇ + ∇/* + !0    (5) 123 
Energy:   !12 ,, = 3∇/4 + 56 /    (6) 124 
 125 
where p is fluid pressure, g is gravitational acceleration, * is the velocity field and 56  is the second invariant of 126 
the shear rate tensor, defined as 56 ≡ 812 	(56 : 56)<
1
2
. 127 
 128 
2.4 In-flow sterility and quality 129 
Food sterility and quality levels can be calculated using the standard Eqs. (7) and (8), respectively: 130 
 131 
= = > 	10(?@ABC) D@⁄ E  (7) 132 
 133 
where, F which is known as the F-value, is an equivalent heating time for which the product could be held at a 134 
constant reference temperature, TFref, to give the same final concentration of microbial pathogens as a processing 135 
time, t, for which the temperature, T, changes.  TFref
 
depends on the organism being inactivated or the indicator 136 
organism used in the process, e.g. 121.1 °C for the pathogen C. botulinum, and zF
 
is the temperature change 137 
which produces a 10-fold change in reaction rate from the rate at the reference temperature, e.g. zF = 10 °C for C. 138 
botulinum (Jung and Fryer, 1999). 139 
 140 
Product quality loss is estimated using the cook value, C, also known as the C-value, a parameter defined in a 141 
similar way to the F-value, which gives a measure of the extent of nutrient loss in units of time: 142 
 143 
1 = > 	10(?FABC) DF⁄ E             (8) 144 
 145 
where TCref 
 
is a reference temperature dependant on the nutrient under consideration, e.g. 121.1 °C, and zC is 146 
the temperature change which produces a 10-fold change in reaction rate from the rate at the reference 147 
temperature, e.g. zC = 48 °C for thiamine destruction (Jung and Fryer, 1999). 148 
 149 
It should be noted that Eq. (7) for the F-value, was originally derived for a static batch system and applies to 150 
materials where all the food has the same temperature-time profile (Ball and Olson, 1957; Jung and Fryer, 1999; 151 
Hui, 2006).  In a continuous flow such as the one considered here, different fluid elements have different 152 
thermal histories and are subjected to different levels of microbial lethality.  Therefore, as described below in 153 
Section (3.2), Eq. (7) is integrated along a given fluid trajectory whose thermal history is described by a 154 
computed T(t) profile to give the local value of in-flow sterility at any given point in the flow within the 155 
computational grid.  The same calculation process applies to in-flow quality C. 156 
 157 
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2.5 Uniformity of radial distribution of in-flow sterility and quality 158 
The coefficient of variation, Cv, is used as a measure of sterility and quality uniformity across the tube and is 159 
usually defined as the ratio of the standard deviation, σ	, to the volume-flowrate weighted mean value, =G or 1G.  160 
However, it should be noted that when the mean value is small, such a definition can lead to artificially high 161 
values of Cv.  To avoid such erroneous values, we use a modified coefficient of variation, such that for F: 162 
 163 
Cv-F = 
H=
=G−=GIEJK (9) 164 
 165 
where =GIEJK is the volume-flowrate weighted mean value achieved at a given axial position z of an ideal plug 166 
flow having the same inlet conditions of mean velocity and temperature as the actual laminar flow. 167 
 168 
The volume-flowrate weighted mean sterility across the tube, =G, is obtained by dividing the tube cross-section 169 
into a large number of cells (N = 1860), as shown in Figure 2, which can be identified by their polar coordinates 170 
r and θ.  The analysis was conducted using this regular grid implemented in MATLAB to avoid the difficulties 171 
associated with the complex and varied cell shapes of the computational CFD grid.  The sterility and axial 172 
velocity in a given cell are denoted by =(L, N) and "(L, N), respectively, and are considered at their nearly 173 
constant time-average values reached after a vibration time equivalent to the fluid residence time in the tube.  174 
Thus, ∑ "(L, N)P(L, N)QI=1 = R  represents the volumetric flowrate through a cell, where P(L, N)  is the 175 
cross-sectional area of the cell.  The volume-flowrate weighted mean sterility is, therefore, given by: 176 
 177 
= = 1R∑ =(L, N)"(L, N)P(L, N)QI=1  (10) 178 
 179 
In the limit as P(L, N) → 0, i.e. for large N, the uniformity of the sterility distribution over the tube cross-section 180 
can be well described by the standard deviation: 181 
 182 
H= = T 1R2∑ U=(L, N)"(L, N)P(L, N) − ="(L, N)P(L, N)V
2QI=1  (11) 183 
 184 
and the coefficient of variation Cv-F  (Eq. 9). 185 
 186 
Similarly, the above relationships can be used to evaluate the standard deviation, H1, and coefficient of variation, 187 
Cv-C, for the quality, C. 188 
 189 
3. CFD model 190 
3.1 Simulations 191 
3.1.1 Geometries and meshing 192 
Three-dimensional simulations were set up and executed using the commercial software package ANSYS 193 
Workbench 14.5.  The flow geometries were created and meshed using the software ICEM, while flow 194 
specification, solving and post-processing were all performed using CFX 14.5.  In its basic form, the geometry 195 
consisted of a straight tube 30 mm in diameter and 2400 mm in length with three surface boundaries: inlet, 196 
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outlet, and wall (Figure 1(c)).  The geometry was meshed with hexahedral cells.  To optimise the mesh size it 197 
was necessary to carry out a mesh-independence study; this was done by performing a number of simulations 198 
with different mesh sizes, starting from a coarse mesh and refining it until results were no longer dependent on 199 
the mesh size.  The mesh thus achieved contained approximately 4000 hexahedral cells per centimetre of tube 200 
length and around 1000 cells across the tube section, giving a mesh size in the core region of about 1 mm.  The 201 
mesh size near the wall was progressively reduced down to 0.1 mm to enhance mesh resolution in this region of 202 
high velocity and temperature gradients.  The quality of the mesh measured by its orthogonality and warpage 203 
was over 0.75, well above the generally accepted minimum value of 0.4 for a good mesh. 204 
 205 
Other simulations were conducted using the same setup with 48 segments of the helical Kenics static mixer 206 
inserted to fill the whole tube, as illustrated in Figure 1(d).  The mixer consists of left and right twisting helical 207 
elements with a standard length to diameter ratio of 1.5; detailed dimensions are given in Table 2.  It should be 208 
noted that a mesh-independence study was conducted for each one of the flow geometries used.  Very fine 209 
inflation layers of hexahedral cells were generated around the helical surfaces, so that the mesh was 210 
progressively reduced down to 0.15 mm at these surfaces and at the pipe wall to accurately capture the velocity 211 
and temperature gradients in these regions. 212 
 213 
 214 
3.1.2 Boundary conditions  215 
In all simulations, a uniform temperature Tin = 20 °C and a mass flowrate W6 = 0.0281	kg	s−1 were specified at 216 
the heating tube inlet, and a zero gauge pressure was set at the outlet.  The mass flowrate was chosen to give a 217 
mean flow velocity " = 4.0	cm	s−1, which is typical of values used in the processing of viscous food materials 218 
(Jung and Fryer, 1999; Steffe, 1996).  A constant uniform wall temperature and a no-slip condition were 219 
assigned at the heating tube wall.  In food processing, wall temperatures lower than 180 °C are usually used in 220 
practice; here, Tw was set at 140 °C.  The temperature and velocity profiles at the exit of the heating tube were 221 
used as the inlet boundary conditions for the holding tube.  In addition, the holding tube wall was specified as 222 
adiabatic with a no-slip condition, and a zero gauge pressure was set at the outlet.  Where a static mixer was 223 
used, the helical surface was assumed adiabatic.  For vibratory flow, the mesh displacement was specified using 224 
Eq. (2), and a harmonic velocity function defined by Eq. (3) was applied at the tube wall. 225 
 226 
3.1.3 Numerical scheme 227 
The CFD code uses a finite-volume-based method to discretise the governing transport Eqs. (4), (5), (6).  In this 228 
method, the variable value at an integration point, ipφ , is calculated from the variable value at the upwind node, 229 
upφ , and the variable gradient, φ∇ , thus: 230 
 231 
^I = 	^ + _∇^∆a (12) 232 
 233 
where β is a blend factor and ∆r is the vector from the upwind node to the integration point.  With β = 0, the 234 
scheme is first order accurate and does not result in non-physical variable values.  On the other hand, with β = 235 
1, the scheme is second order accurate but it may result in non-physical values.  In the so-called ‘High 236 
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Resolution Advection Scheme’ implemented here, the value of β is calculated locally to be as close to 1 as 237 
possible without resulting in non-physical variable values (Barth and Jesperson, 1989).  This scheme is 238 
therefore intended to satisfy the requirements of both accuracy and boundedness. 239 
 240 
Simulations involving steady flow were conducted in the steady-state mode, whereas simulations of vibrational 241 
flow were conducted in the transient mode.  For a transversely moving boundary, the mesh deformation option 242 
in CFX was used which allows the specification of the motion of nodes on boundary regions of the mesh.  The 243 
motion of all remaining nodes is determined by the so-called displacement diffusion model which is designed to 244 
preserve the relative mesh distribution of the initial mesh. 245 
 246 
The transient scheme used for the solution to march in time was the ‘Second Order Backward Euler Scheme’.  247 
The simulation was solved over the entire mean residence time of the fluid which is determined by the tube 248 
length and mean flow velocity.  For example, for a tube length of 2400 mm and flow velocity of 4.0 cm s-1, as 249 
used here, the mean fluid residence time in the tube is 60 s.  This time duration was divided into equal time 250 
steps, the size of which (1.6667×10-3 s) was determined by dividing the vibration cycle into an optimised number 251 
of 12 equal time steps.  Using a larger number of time steps per vibration cycle did not change the simulation 252 
results but prolonged the simulations considerably.  Smaller time steps were also tested but did not produce any 253 
significant improvement in results, however, the computational cost was dramatically increased. 254 
 255 
Convergence of the numerical solution was assumed when the root mean squares (RMS) of the residuals of 256 
mass, momentum and energy all reached 10-4 at each time step which is a good level of accuracy given the 257 
complexity of the problem.  Achieving this level of convergence typically required 8-12 iterations per time step 258 
for vibrational flow and about 50 iterations for steady flow.  In practice, however, most of the equations 259 
generally reached residual RMS values well below the specified target. 260 
 261 
3.2 Sterility and quality profiles: Lagrangian particle tracking 262 
In a continuous flow process, different fluid elements will have different thermal histories and will be subjected 263 
to different levels of microbial lethality.  To calculate local values of sterility at the exit, a Lagragian particle 264 
tracking method was used.  Thus, the function of one-way coupled particle tracking was implemented in the 265 
CFD code to predict fluid trajectories along the tube.  Unlike two-way coupling (i.e. full coupling) which takes 266 
into account not only the effect of particles on continuous phase flow but also the influence of continuous phase 267 
flow on particles, one-way coupling simply predicts the particles’ path lines as a post-process based on the 268 
computed flow field (Mostofa et al., 2010).  One-way coupling does not allow particles to affect continuous 269 
phase flow and therefore gives a much more accurate tracking of fluid flow than full coupling.  Thus, massless 270 
microscopic fluid particles (1 µm) particles were introduced at the tube inlet and their trajectories and, hence, 271 
their temperature and velocity histories, were recorded.  Thus, these massless particles are assumed to faithfully 272 
track the motion of the microorganisms and their temperature history.  In the case of vibrated flow, because of 273 
the harmonic motion of the tube wall, some particles near the wall may move outside the numerical domain and 274 
are, therefore, ignored by the solver.  In addition, some fluid particles become trapped in the slow moving fluid 275 
in the boundary layer and, thus, acquire extremely low velocities and do not reach the exit by the end of the 276 
simulation.  In other words, some numerical leaking of particles is unavoidable despite using a small time-step.  277 
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In order to ensure that in vibrated flow a sufficient number of fluid particles were successfully tracked so that the 278 
flow field could be completely mapped, a large number (104) of such particles were introduced.  The 279 
temperature and velocity histories of such particles were then used to calculate the sterility and quality profiles 280 
along the tube using a MATLAB code. 281 
 282 
4. Validation of computational model 283 
Though CFX is a generally well validated code as it is widely used, the computational work reported here was 284 
further validated where possible either by comparing results with theoretical solutions or experimental data 285 
where possible.  The intention here was to try and validate the CFD model as much as possible so as to 286 
maximise confidence in the numerical results.  The various stages of the validation process are described below. 287 
 288 
The modelling by CFD of non-Newtonian power-law fluids flow under forced vibration without heat transfer 289 
was reported and experimentally validated in our previous studies (Deshpande and Barigou, 2001; Eesa and 290 
Barigou, 2008).  Comparison with experiment showed that CFD is able to predict such complex flows with a 291 
very good accuracy within approximately ±10%, under a wide range of vibration conditions.  We have also 292 
reported in our recent work (Tian and Barigou, 2015) detailed theoretical as well as experimental validations of 293 
temperature and heat transfer predictions in: (i) steady flow through a straight tube with wall heat transfer, of a 294 
Newtonian fluid with temperature-independent and with temperature-dependent viscosity; (ii) steady flow 295 
through a straight tube with wall heat transfer, of a non-Newtonian power-law fluid with 296 
temperature-independent viscosity.  297 
 298 
Here, we validate our predictions of temperature against the classic analytical solution (Jakob, 1949) for the 299 
laminar flow of an isoviscous (i.e. temperature-independent viscosity) single-phase Newtonian fluid through a 300 
straight heating tube, and compare them to simulation results from Jung and Fryer (1999) executed with a 301 
different code (FIDAP), for the process conditions shown in Table 3.  Both sets of simulations show excellent 302 
agreement with theory in Figure 3.  We then validate our predictions of sterility and quality in the same heating 303 
tube against simulation results from Jung and Fryer (1999).  The axial sterility and quality profiles along the 304 
tube are compared in Figure 4, showing excellent agreement between the two simulations. 305 
 306 
There are, however, no experimental data available on the temperature profile in flows with heat transfer when 307 
subject to vibration.  Nonetheless, given the excellent agreement of our CFD predictions of flow and heat 308 
transfer characteristics with theory and experimental results in all the above stages of the validation process, in 309 
addition to the excellent agreement of our food sterility and quality predictions to simulation results from Jung 310 
and Fryer (1999), we believe that the present CFD model is sufficiently robust and reliable for the purposes of 311 
studying the effects of vibration on the thermal processing of viscous fluids. 312 
 313 
5.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 314 
In this work, we consider four tube flow configurations, as shown in Figure 1: (i) steady flow through a straight 315 
tube as used in a conventional sterilization process (SF); (ii) steady flow through a straight tube fitted along its 316 
whole length with a Kenics static mixer (SF-KM); (iii) steady flow through a straight tube with superimposed 317 
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transverse oscillations (VF); and (iv) steady flow through a straight tube subjected to transverse oscillations with 318 
angular step rotation of oscillation orientation (VF-SR). 319 
 320 
5.1 Effect of vibration on radial temperature profile 321 
The radial temperature contours obtained at the tube exit under vibration are compared to the steady-state 322 
contours with and without a Kenics static mixer in Figure 5. The volume-flowrate weighted mean temperature is 323 
calculated using Eq. (10) with T in lieu of F, and the axial profiles of T  are compared in Figure 6. 324 
  325 
In steady laminar flow (SF), heat is transferred radially by conduction; therefore, in this relatively short tube (L = 326 
2.4 m), only fluid flowing near the tube wall is significantly heated whereas the vast majority of the fluid 327 
remains at more or less the inlet temperature.  Heating of the inner parts of the flow is a very slow process and 328 
significant levels can only be achieved in long tubelines.  The Kenics static mixer (SF-KM) produces 329 
substantially improved radial and axial temperature profiles, but results are considerably inferior to those 330 
provided by vibratory flow.  In addition, the Kenics mixer caused a much higher pressure drop than steady flow 331 
or flow with vibration (about six to seven folds). 332 
 333 
The velocity vector distributions in Figure 5 show that, whilst in steady flow there is little or no radial fluid 334 
motion, under vibration a secondary radial flow is superimposed on the main axial flow, which is much more 335 
vigorous than that generated by the Kenics mixer.  The presence of strong vortical structures is clearly apparent 336 
generating a spiralling fluid motion along the tube.  This secondary flow which introduces a significant chaotic 337 
advection flow, causes continuous radial mixing with hot fluid flowing from the tube wall to the centre and back 338 
in four spiralling loops, thus, generating a strong degree of radial convection which results in the quasi-uniform 339 
temperature profiles observed across the tube.  This radial flow increases in strength as vibration intensifies 340 
(data not shown).  In this case, the mean resultant velocity in the radial plane, u , is ~ zero for SF, ~ 2.1 cm s-1 341 
for SF-KM, and ~ 1.1 cm s-1 for VF and VF-SR.  Even though u  is larger for the Kenics mixer, the 342 
secondary flow generated has a strong rotational component which is not as effective for radial mixing as the 343 
flow generated by the wall oscillations. 344 
 345 
A four-fold enhancement in wall heat transfer was also observed, which is attributed primarily to the disruption 346 
of the thermal boundary layer caused by the swirling fluid motion induced by vorticity.  These effects depend 347 
on the intensity of vibration and the rheology of the fluid; more viscous fluids require a more energetic vibration 348 
but the effects appear to be more sensitive to the amplitude than the frequency of wall oscillations (Eesa and 349 
Barigou, 2010). 350 
 351 
Simple transverse oscillations (VF), however, produce four salient vortices which trap cold fluid inside, hamper 352 
radial mixing and reduce temperature uniformity.  When angular step changes in the plane of oscillation are 353 
imposed (VF-SR), the vortex centres are made to move around, hence, causing cold fluid inside these regions to 354 
mix with hotter fluid flowing inwards from the wall, and a much improved temperature profile results in both 355 
radial (Figure 5) and axial (Figure 6) directions.  The value of the step rotation frequency Ω is somewhat 356 
significant in achieving the highest mean temperature at the tube exit, the best temperature uniformity across 357 
radius and the best wall heat transfer coefficient.  The optimum value of Ω is a function of the process 358 
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parameters.  Numerical experiments within the range Ω = 0.067 − 0.2 Hz (i.e. ∆t = 5 – 15 s), revealed a 359 
maximum difference of ~ 5 °C in mean exit temperature.  However, sterility and quality calculations introduce 360 
further sensitivities because of their exponential form and so, even small differences in temperature can translate 361 
into much more significant differences in the F-value and C-value.  Optimum conditions can in practice be 362 
determined by adjusting the value of Ω upwards from zero until the cold vortex regions fade, a process which 363 
may require a certain amount of trial and error. 364 
 365 
It should be noted that in this work amplitude and frequency have been kept deliberately low to demonstrate that 366 
the principle works at easily manageable levels of vibration intensity.  If higher vibration intensities are used, 367 
these should lead to even stronger effects (up to some limit).  Optimum vibration conditions (amplitude and 368 
frequency) will depend on a number of factors including fluid rheology and physical properties, flowrate, tube 369 
diameter, wall and inlet temperatures.  Some numerical experimentation is required to determine such 370 
conditions for a given situation.  Here, we selected parameters such as fluid viscosity, temperatures, tube 371 
length, diameter etc. which represent a realistic industrial situation, but at the same time did not make the 372 
computations too costly.  A detailed parametric study of the problem would require numerous simulations.  As 373 
the main purpose of our current investigation is to demonstrate the benefits of this chaotic advection technique 374 
for continuous food sterilisation, such a detailed study is beyond the scope of this paper. 375 
 376 
5.2 Effect of vibration on thermal boundary layer 377 
Results show that transverse oscillations greatly affect thermal boundary layer development, as depicted in 378 
Figure 7.  In steady flow, the azimuthally-averaged axial temperature profile shows little change over the whole 379 
tube length as the thermal boundary layer develops extremely slowly.  With the Kenics mixer fitted, the 380 
situation improves considerably.  Under VF-SR, however, the thermal entrance length (~ 0.9 m) is dramatically 381 
reduced by an order of magnitude compared to the steady state (~ 11 m), with VF-SR being clearly superior to 382 
VF.  This further confirms that the full effects of the oscillations are felt in the early stages of the flow and, 383 
consequently, the tube length required for a given thermal process could be greatly reduced.  These effects are 384 
also captured in Figure 6 showing the fast and substantial rise in mean fluid temperature along the tube generated 385 
by vibratory flow compared to steady flow with and without a static mixer. 386 
 387 
5.3 Effect of vibration on food sterility 388 
In a safe sterilisation process, all of the fluid must receive the required minimum level of sterilisation.  The 389 
fluid flowing along the tube centreline, being the fastest, is the slowest to reach such a level of sterility.  This 390 
situation is much worse for viscous fluids flowing in the laminar regime.   The challenge facing any continuous 391 
process of this kind, therefore, is to ensure that the fluid at the centre is safe without overcooking too much the 392 
slow moving fluid near the hot tube wall.  Low acid foods with a sterility value greater than 2.52 min are 393 
usually considered safe.  Such a value is based on the lethality of the organism Clostridium botulinum, but in 394 
practice many pathogens are more heat resistant and F-values of 5 − 12 min are typically used (Steffe and 395 
Daubert, 2006).  Such F-values usually require extremely long processing tubes which can run into hundreds of 396 
metres (Jung and Fryer, 1999). 397 
 398 
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The radial temperature history profiles obtained by CFD (Figure 5) were used to compute the radial sterility 399 
distributions across the exit section of the heating tube using the Lagrangian particle tracking algorithm 400 
described above.  In these calculations, the thin (1 mm) region adjacent to the hot wall, where fluid velocity is 401 
very small, was ignored as it contains extremely large F-values (in this region F tends to infinity).  Contours of 402 
the radial distribution of sterility at the exit section of the heating tube are shown in Figure 8 for the four flow 403 
regimes studied.  The transverse oscillations and the Kenics mixer introduce a certain degree of asymmetry in 404 
the sterility distribution around the tube axis.  Consequently, the tube cross-section was divided into 15 shells 405 
of equal width and an azimuthally averaged F-value was calculated to represent each shell.  Thus, 406 
azimuthally-averaged radial sterility profiles were obtained at the tube exit and are compared in Figure 9. 407 
 408 
In steady flow = ≪ 10?/ over about 80% of the tube radius, and increases exponentially towards the wall 409 
reaching extremely high values, many orders of magnitude greater than the value at the centre (hence the use of a 410 
log scale).  Due to better radial mixing, the outer wall region where F rises steeply is much narrower for the 411 
other three flow regimes, thus strongly diminishing its impact on the heat treatment of the fluid.  The VF-SR 412 
technique produces the highest local F values and, as shown in Table 4, the mean sterility =Gcd?ef is much 413 
greater than for the other flow regimes (117.5 × =Ged; 21.7 × =Ged?jk; 5.3 × =Gcd).  The uniformity of the radial 414 
F distribution across the tube section is also the best (Cv-F ~ 1.09), significantly better than for VF (Cv-F ~ 1.33) 415 
and substantially better than for SF-KM (Cv-F ~ 1.58) and SF (Cv-F ~ 3.75).  As a result of the remarkable radial 416 
uniformity of sterility achieved by VF-SR, the mean value =G across the tube, is close to the local F values; in 417 
particular, the ratio of =G to Fc, the value at the centre, which is conventionally regarded as the coldest point, is ~ 418 
1.0 (note in vibrated flow the coldest point is not located at the centre); in steady flow, however, =G ~ 8×107 × Fc.  419 
The static mixer shows segregation areas of very low F-values and the four cold vortex regions are also apparent 420 
in the VF contours as regions of low sterility (Figure 8), but this regime still outperforms the SF-KM 421 
configuration, yielding a mean F-value which is several times greater (Table 4). 422 
 423 
As the fluid flows in parallel layers with little/no radial mixing, =G is clearly not a reliable measure of sterility in 424 
steady flow, so that high mean values do not necessarily imply a safe level of sterility because of the lack of 425 
uniformity.  Even with the Kenics mixer the temperature history along the tube results in many scattered 426 
pockets where the local F-value is ~ 20 times smaller than =G.  The use of an average F-value is, however, much 427 
more justifiable in a radially well-mixed flow such as the vibrated flow (VF-SR) considered here, where chaotic 428 
advection ensures that fluid elements continuously exchange radial position along the tube, thus, narrowing the 429 
residence time distribution substantially, as shown in Figure 10, and consequently the radial temperature and 430 
sterility distributions. 431 
 432 
There is also a huge difference between the four regimes of flow in the axial growth of the mean F-value, as 433 
shown in Figure 11.  In steady flow and in steady flow with Kenics mixer, F rises relatively very slowly along 434 
the tube.  Under vibration, however, radial mixing ensures that the fluid at the tube centre is heated much more 435 
rapidly, thus causing F to grow exponentially rapidly with z; the effect is much more pronounced for VF-SR 436 
than for VF, however.  Thus, it follows that a given level of mean sterility can be achieved in much shorter 437 
tubes when flow is vibrated.  For example, for the process conditions considered here, as shown in Figure 12, 438 
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achieving the mean sterility value of 37.6 s obtained with VF-SR in the 2.4 m long tube, would require a heater 439 
which has a length of ~ 7.7 m with SF, ~ 3.8m with SF-KM and ~ 2.9 m with VF. 440 
 441 
However, as pointed out earlier, it is important to note that the use of mean temperature and mean sterility can be 442 
seriously misleading.  Indeed, any assessment or comparison should be made on the basis of the minimum 443 
sterility value attained in the flow.  For the case represented in Figure 12, the minimum sterility achieved in the 444 
VF-SR tube which is 2.4 m long is Fmin = 12.5 s.  To achieve this minimum value, simulations yielded tube 445 
lengths of approximately 26.0 m for SF, 4.0 m for SF-KM and 3.2 m for VF. 446 
 447 
5.4 Effects of vibration on food quality 448 
For a given level of sterility, the aim is to minimise food quality loss, i.e. the C-value defined above in Eq. (8), to 449 
preserve nutritional value.  Thus, comparison of quality loss is only meaningful when based on equal sterility.  450 
Initially, we make such a comparison on the basis of equal =G and then on the basis of equal Fmin. 451 
 452 
Contours of the radial distribution of quality for the four flow regimes studied are compared in Figure 13, for a 453 
given mean sterility =G = 37.6 s, which is the value achieved by VF-SR at the exit of the 2.4 m tube.  As 454 
discussed above, to achieve this same mean sterility value longer tubes are required for SF, SF-KM and VF 455 
(Figure 12).  The corresponding radial profiles of azimuthally-averaged C-value in these tubes are also plotted 456 
in Figure 14.  Clearly, VF-SR produces by far the lowest C-values and the most uniform profile (Cv-C values are 457 
given in Table 5), outperforming by far the traditional steady flow process as well as the Kenics mixer.  The 458 
axial profiles of the mean C-value depicted in Figure 15 show that, for a given =G, the VF-SR technique 459 
produces a much lower average quality loss compared to SF and SF-KM.   460 
 461 
Again a comparison on the basis of the minimum sterility value Fmin = 12.5 s for VF-SR, shows that the longer 462 
tube lengths needed for the other flow configurations discussed above (i.e. 26.0 m for SF, 4.0 m for SF-KM and 463 
3.2 m for VF) cause even much larger losses of food quality: 1̅ =	169.4 s for SF, 47.5 s for SF-KM and 38.4 s 464 
for VF.   465 
 466 
These results were obtained using zC = 48 °C for thiamine denaturation, as stated in Section 2.4.  However, 467 
values quoted in the literature lie in the range 30 − 50 °C.  Therefore, a sensitivity analysis using zC values of 30 468 
°C and 40 °C, was conducted.  Contours and profiles of the C-value were obtained which are closely similar to 469 
those depicted in Figures 13 − 15 for zC = 48 °C.  The uniformity of the radial distribution of the local C-value 470 
for each flow configuration improved significantly as zC increased, i.e. the Cv-C value decreased by ~ 20% for 471 
VF-SR and VF, and by ~ 25% for SF and ~ 40% for SF-KM.  The axial profiles of the mean quality led to 472 
different values of 1̅ at the tube exit, as shown in Figure 15.  Such a profile is only moderately affected by zC 473 
in the case of vibrated flow (~ 10 − 15%), but is considerably affected in the case of steady flow and steady flow 474 
with a Kenics mixer (~ 25%).  However, for a given value of zC results afforded by the vibration technique are 475 
far superior to those of conventional processing even when a static mixer is used. 476 
 477 
5.5 Vibration in the context of a heat-hold-cool system 478 
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Industrial processes do not aim to achieve the required level of food sterility in the heating tube.  In continuous 479 
aseptic processing, a heat-hold-cool system is normally used.  There is a clear quality advantage in in-flow 480 
sterilisation at higher temperatures and for shorter times i.e. HTST, because the activation energy for the 481 
reactions which cause microbial destruction, i.e. sterility, are higher than those which result in quality loss 482 
(Holdsworth, 1992).  Sterilisation reactions proceed ~100 times faster than loss of quality reactions.  483 
Therefore, compared to in-can processing the time needed for sterilisation is reduced and the amount of quality 484 
loss is also reduced (Hallstrom et al., 1988). 485 
 486 
HTST processes involve heating to the required sterilisation temperature, holding the product at such a 487 
temperature for long enough to ensure sufficient pathogen spore destruction, and then cooling to packaging 488 
temperature.  In practice, to ensure product safety, the length of the holding tube is usually calculated based on 489 
the assumption of Newtonian laminar flow with all of the fluid flowing at the centreline maximum velocity, i.e. 490 
twice the mean velocity.  Inevitably, such a conservative approach leads to very long holding tubes on the order 491 
of hundreds of metres, and very long residence times, thus, contradicting the HTST assumption and producing 492 
food of poor quality. 493 
 494 
The results discussed above have shown that VF-SR can achieve much higher =G values in a relatively short 495 
tube compared with SF (~ 117 folds in a 2.4 m tube, see Table 4).  It should be noted that in a conventional 496 
steady-state process, relatively little lethality is accumulated in the heater, and most of the sterility is achieved in 497 
the holding tube.  However, given the fast rise in temperature accompanied by the fast rise in F achieved by the 498 
VF-SR technique in the heater, a holding stage may not be necessary.  This represents an additional significant 499 
improvement in the sterilization process.  In cases where higher =G values are required at the exit of the heating 500 
stage, a longer vibrated heating tube could be used.  The exponential variation of =G with z, shown in Figure 11, 501 
indicates that a large increase in =G  could be achieved through only a relatively small increase in tube length.  502 
However, we need to assess whether an increase in =G is better achieved by using a longer vibrated heater or by 503 
using a holding tube instead.   504 
 505 
The axial profiles of mean sterility in the heating tube and holding tube are shown in Figure 16.  An average 506 
sterility value of 37.6 s is reached at the end of the heating stage.  Adding a holding tube of 2.4 m length yields 507 
a total average sterility of ~ 250 s.  The same value could be achieved by extending the VF-SR heating tube by 508 
only an extra ~ 0.6 m.  At the same time, the associated increase in the mean C-value would be ~ 78 s for the 509 
holding tube and ~ 32 s for the extended heater; i.e. a relatively short extension of the heater achieves the same 510 
mean sterility with a much reduced loss of quality.   511 
 512 
The advantages of extending the vibrated heating tube over using a holding tube become even more striking 513 
when comparing on the basis of minimum sterility.  Using a holding tube of 2.4 m length will increase Fmin 514 
from 12.5 s at the exit of the heater to ~ 190.9 s with the corresponding exit mean C-value rising from 26.5 s to 515 
104.9 s.  In contrast, computations show that this same minimum sterility could be achieved by extending the 516 
heating tube by only ~ 0.43 m, with an accumulated average quality at exit of 48.5 s.  Therefore, it can be 517 
clearly seen that a heating tube extension of 0.43 m would increase the minimum level of sterility by 178.4 s , 518 
the same as a holding tube of 2.4 m length, but with much less loss of quality (22 s compared with 78.4 s).  519 
These results demonstrate that there are considerable benefits in using an extended heater and that for most 520 
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applications a holding stage may not be necessary if a VF-SR heater is used. 521 
 522 
The cooler gives the opposite scenario to the heater.  In a normal steady flow process, the cooling stage tends to 523 
contribute some additional lethality and, hence, causes some additional quality loss as the material cools at a 524 
finite rate.  Thus, the aim is to cool at the fastest rate possible to preserve as much of the product quality as 525 
possible.  The wall is maintained at a low temperature and peripheral fluid in this region cools rapidly, whilst at 526 
the centre the temperature of the fluid continues to rise slowly over a considerable length of tubing before 527 
responding to the cooling effect.  In a cooling tube, vibration would be expected to produce similar desirable 528 
effects to those observed in the heater, i.e. significant radial mixing resulting in enhanced heat transfer at the 529 
wall, a nearly uniform radial temperature distribution, and much shorter cooling tubes compared to the 530 
steady-state configuration with or without the inclusion of a static mixer.  Detailed simulations of a complete 531 
heat-hold-process are beyond the scope of this paper and will be the subject of a further study. 532 
 533 
6. CONCLUSIONS 534 
The superimposition of a forced lateral vibration produces a secondary chaotic advection flow which causes 535 
significant radial fluid mixing.  In a heating tube with an isothermal wall, this leads to a nearly uniform radial 536 
temperature profile, a rapid development in the thermal boundary layer, and a several-fold increase in radial heat 537 
transfer.  These effects are governed by a number of factors including, the intensity of vibration, viscosity (and 538 
more generally rheology) of the fluid, material throughput, wall temperature and tube diameter. 539 
 540 
The case study presented here shows that when vibration is used, high sterility levels can be achieved in 541 
relatively short heating tubes.  The disruption of the thermal boundary layer lowers the temperature in the wall 542 
region, thus, greatly reducing overcooking of the product.  Because of the radial mixing induced, the fluid also 543 
receives a nearly uniform heat treatment, so that product quality loss is minimised compared to conventional 544 
steady flow with or without the use of a Kenics static mixer.  The combination of these benefits suggests that 545 
the use of a holding tube in a traditional heat-hold-cool process can be avoided in a vibrated process and the 546 
whole process could be made much shorter.  Vibration, therefore, seems to create processing conditions that are 547 
much more in agreement with the HTST assumption which is often contradicted in conventional steady flow 548 
processing. 549 
 550 
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NOMENCLATURE 554 
A Vibration amplitude, m 555 
C Quality value, s 556 
1̅ Volume-flowrate weighted mean quality value, s 557 
Cp Specific heat capacity, J kg-1 K-1 558 
Cv-C Coefficient of variation of quality value, (-) 559 
Cv-F Coefficient of variation of sterility value, (-) 560 
Ea Activation energy for viscosity, J mol-1 561 
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F Local sterility value, s 562 
Fmin Minimum sterility value, s 563 
=G Volume-flowrate weighted mean sterility value, s 564 
f Vibration frequency, Hz 565 
k0 Pre-exponential factor, Pa s 566 
L Tube length, m 567 
r Radial position, m 568 
R Tube radius, m 569 
Rg Gas constant, J mol-1 K-1 570 
t Time, s 571 
∆t  Time interval of angular step rotation, s 572 
T Temperature, °C 573 
Tin Inlet temperature, °C 574 
4G Volume-flowrate weighted mean temperature, °C 575 
Tw Wall temperature, °C 576 
Gn Mean resultant velocity in radial plane, m s-1 577 
w Axial velocity, m s-1 578 
" Mean axial velocity, m s-1 579 
x Wall displacement, m 580 
z Axial position, m 581 
 582 
Greek symbols 583 
 Temperature-dependent viscosity of Newtonian fluid, Pa s 584 
! Density, kg m-3 585 
λ Thermal conductivity, W m-1 K-1 586 
 Angular vibration frequency, rad s-1  587 
Ω Frequency of step rotation of oscillation orientation, Hz 588 
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FIGURE AND TABLE CAPTIONS 
Figure 1.  Flow configurations: (a) flow through a tube subjected to transverse oscillations (VF); (b) 
flow through a tube subjected to transverse oscillations with step rotation of vibration orientation 
(VF-SR); (c) steady flow through a tube (SF); (d) steady flow through a tube fitted with a Kenics static 
mixer (SF-KM), showing 4 elements out of 48. 
 
Figure 2.  Illustration of grid used on MATLAB for evaluation of volume-flowrate weighted mean 
temperature, sterility and quality over tube cross-section (total number of cells, N = 1860 cells). 
 
Figure 3.  Validation of CFD-predicted temperature profiles of an isoviscous fluid in steady-state flow 
in a heating tube against theory (Jakob, 1949) and simulation results from Jung & Fryer (1999), for the 
processing conditions of Table 3. 
 
Figure 4.  Validation of CFD-predicted axial profiles of sterility and quality of an isoviscous fluid in 
steady-state flow in a heating tube against simulation results from Jung & Fryer (1999), for the 
processing conditions of Table 3. 
 
Figure 5.  Radial temperature and velocity vector distributions at the exit section of the heating tube. 
 
Figure 6.  Axial profile of mean temperature in the heating tube. 
 
Figure 7.  Axial contour plot of azimuthally-averaged temperature in the heating tube:  (a) SF; (b) 
SF-KM; (c) VF; (d) VF-SR. 
 
Figure 8.  Radial contour plot of F-value at the exit section of the heating tube. 
 
Figure 9.  Radial profile of azimuthally-averaged F-value at the exit section of the heating tube. 
 
Figure 10.  Fluid residence time distribution in the heating tube. 
 
Figure 11.  Axial profile of mean F-value in the heating tube. 
 
Figure 12.  Axial profile of mean F-value in heating tubes with different flow regimes achieving the 
same mean sterility (=G = 37.6 s) at the exit section. 
 
Figure 13.  Radial contour plot of C-value at the exit section of heating tubes with different flow 
regimes achieving the same mean sterility (=G = 37.6 s) at the exit section (note that the red colour in 
the SF plot is ~ four-fold greater than the top end of the scale). 
 
Figure 14.  Radial profile of azimuthally-averaged C-value at the exit section of heating tubes with 
different flow regimes achieving the same mean sterility (=G = 37.6 s) at the exit section. 
 
Figure 15.  Axial profile of mean C-value in heating tubes with different flow regimes achieving the 
same mean sterility (=G = 37.6 s) at the exit section. 
 
Figure 16.  Development of mean F-value along heating and holding tubes. 
 
Table 1.  Process parameters used in simulations. 
 
Table 2.  Dimensions of Kenics static mixer (Figure 1(d)). 
 
Table 3.  Process parameters used for CFD validation (Jung and Fryer, 1999). 
 
Table 4.  Mean sterility and quality in the heating tube (L = 2400 mm). 
 
Table 5.  Mean quality corresponding to the same mean sterility at exit (=G = 37.6 s). 
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Figure 1.  Flow configurations: (a) flow through a tube subjected to transverse oscillations (VF); (b) 
flow through a tube subjected to transverse oscillations with step rotation of vibration orientation 
(VF-SR); (c) steady flow through a tube (SF); (d) steady flow through a tube fitted with a Kenics static 
mixer (SF-KM), showing 4 elements out of 48. 
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Figure 2.  Illustration of grid used on MATLAB for evaluation of volume-flowrate weighted mean 
temperature, sterility and quality over tube cross-section (total number of cells, N = 1860 cells). 
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Figure 3.  Validation of CFD-predicted temperature profiles of an isoviscous fluid in steady-state flow 
in a heating tube against theory (Jakob, 1949) and simulation results from Jung & Fryer (1999), for the 
processing conditions of Table 3. 
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Figure 4.  Validation of CFD-predicted axial profiles of sterility and quality of an isoviscous fluid in 
steady-state flow in a heating tube against simulation results from Jung & Fryer (1999), for the 
processing conditions of Table 3. 
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Figure 5.  Radial temperature and velocity vector distributions at the exit section of the heating tube. 
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Figure 6.  Axial profile of mean temperature in the heating tube. 
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Figure 7.  Axial contour plot of azimuthally-averaged temperature in the heating tube: (a) SF; (b) 
SF-KM; (c) VF; (d) VF-SR. 
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Figure 8.  Radial contour plot of F-value at the exit section of the heating tube. 
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Figure 9.  Radial profile of azimuthally-averaged F-value at the exit section of the heating tube. 
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Figure 10.  Fluid residence time distribution in the heating tube. 
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Figure 11.  Axial profile of mean F-value in the heating tube. 
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Figure 12.  Axial profile of mean F-value in heating tubes with different flow regimes achieving the 
same mean sterility (=G = 37.6 s) at the exit section. 
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Figure 13.  Radial contour plot of C-value at the exit section of heating tubes with different flow 
regimes achieving the same mean sterility (=G = 37.6 s) at the exit section (note that the red colour in 
the SF plot is ~ 4-fold greater than the top end of the scale). 
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Figure 14.  Radial profile of azimuthally-averaged C-value at the exit section of heating tubes with 
different flow regimes achieving the same mean sterility (=G = 37.6 s) at the exit section. 
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Figure 15.  Axial profile of mean C-value in heating tubes with different flow regimes achieving the 
same mean sterility (=G = 37.6 s) at the exit section. 
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Figure 16.  Development of mean F-value along heating and holding tubes. 
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Table 1.  Process parameters used in simulations. 
L 
(mm) 
D 
(m) 
Tin 
(°C) 
Tw 
(°C) 
wr  
(m s-1) 
k0 
(Pa s) 
Ea 
(J mol-1) 
Rg 
(J mol-1 K-1) 
ρ 
(kg m-3) 
Cp 
(J kg-1 K-1) 
λ 
(W m-1 K-1) 
 = exp		 
 (Pa s) 
20°C 140°C 
2400 0.03 20 140 0.04 5.0 × 10-7 35000 8.314 998 4180 0.668 0.868 0.0134 
 
Table 2.  Dimensions of Kenics static mixer (Figure 1(d)). 
Segment length 
(mm) 
Gap width 
(mm) 
Element length 
(mm) 
Mixer diameter 
(mm) 
Element thickness 
(mm) 
Twist angle 
(rad) 
50 2.5 45 30 1 π 
 
 
Table 3.  Process parameters used for CFD validation (Jung & Fryer, 1999). 
Flowrate 
 
(m3 h-1) 
Density 
 
(kg m-3) 
Viscosity 
 
(Pa s) 
Specific heat 
 
(J kg-1 K-1) 
Thermal 
conductivity 
(W m-1 K-1) 
Inlet 
temperature 
(°C) 
Heating 
temperature 
(°C) 
Heating 
length 
(m) 
0.1 998 0.001 4180 0.6 60 140 12 
 
Table 4.  Mean sterility and quality in the heating tube (L = 2400 mm). 
 SF SF-KM VF VF-SR 
=G (s) 0.32 1.2 7.2 37.6 
Cv-F (-) 3.75 1.58 1.33 1.09 
1̅ (s) 4.7 10.8 15.0 26.0 
Cv-C (-) 1.69 0.28 0.27 0.14 
 
Table 5.  Mean quality corresponding to the same mean sterility at exit (=G = 37.6 s). 
 SF SF-KM VF VF-SR 
1̅ (s) 47.8 39.2 29.1 26.0 
Cv-C (-) 1.45 0.27 0.23 0.14 
L (m) 7.7 3.8 2.9 2.4 
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Highlights 
- Transverse vibration induces strong chaotic advection in viscous flow 
- Chaotic advection enhances wall heat transfer and radial temperature uniformity 
- Chaotic advection enables high levels of sterility to be achieved in short heating tubes 
- Chaotic advection leads to quasi-uniform sterility with minimum loss of quality 
- Thermal processing with chaotic advection flow may obviate the need for a holding stage 
